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AT-LARGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ALAC Statement on the “Explore the Draft Next Generation
gTLD Directory Services Model”
Introduction
Holly Raiche, ALAC member from the Asian, Australasian and Pacific Islands Regional At-Large
Organization (APRALO) and APRALO Chair composed an initial draft of this Statement after discussion of
the topic within At-Large and on the Mailing Lists
On 27 August 2013, this statement was posted on the At-Large Explore the Draft Next Generation gTLD
Directory Services Model Workspace.
On 3 September, Olivier Crépin-Leblond, Chair of the ALAC, requested ICANN Policy Staff in support of
the ALAC to send a Call for Comments on the draft Statement to all At-Large members via the ALACAnnounce Mailing list.
A version incorporating the comments was later posted to the aforementioned website.
The Chair of the ALAC requested that ICANN Policy Staff in support of the ALAC open a ratification vote
on the Statement.
On 6 September 2013, Staff confirmed that the online vote resulted in the ALAC endorsing the
Statement with 9 votes in favor, 1 vote against, and 0 abstentions. You may review the result
independently under: http://www.bigpulse.com/pollresults?code=3352TswbYKNJx4PQ3rybbZLr

Summary
1. The ALAC strong supports continuing discussions on the development of the ARDS proposal, and
expect to continue to be involved in those discussions.
2. The ALAC strongly support the following elements of the ARDS proposal:
a. The allowance of tiered access to registration data. The public will still have access to some Whois
data, but only those with recognized reasons to access specific data will be able to do so - thus
addressing some legitimate privacy concerns with all Whois data being publicly available;
b. The provision of a centralized responsibility for data accuracy.

The original version of this document is the English text available at http://www.atlarge.icann.org/correspondence. Where a
difference of interpretation exists or is perceived to exist between a non‐English edition of this document and the original text,
the original shall prevail.

ALAC Statement on the “Explore the Draft Next Generation gTLD
Directory Services Model”
The ALAC has previously expressed its concerns with compliance with the RAA, in particular, both the
wording of the RAA which made accuracy requirements difficult to enforce and the difficulty with the
ICANN Compliance department in acting to ensure such accuracy. These concerns were echoed in the
Final Whois Policy Review Team Report, which the ALAC supported.
The ALAC, therefore, supported the important changes to the RAA and related documents as accepted
by the Board in June of this year that hold out promise for significant changes including:





Stronger obligations on registrars for verification
Stronger accuracy requirements
Stronger language for enforcement
At least a skeleton framework for privacy/proxy services

It is against that background that the ALAC is commenting on the proposals by the Expert Working
Group for the Aggregated Registration Data Service (ARDS).
Our first issue is that the significant reforms to Whois data - its access, accuracy and enforceability have been addressed in reforms to the RAA and related documents. Work on development of the ARDS
should not be used as any reason to avoid fully implementing those significant reforms.
That said, the ARDS proposal contains many important changes to the issues surrounding registration
data which the ALAC supports.
Specifically, we strongly support the following elements of the ARDS proposal:
• The allowance of tiered access to registration data. The public will still have access to some
Whois data, but only those with recognized reasons to access specific data will be able to do so thus addressing some legitimate privacy concerns with all Whois data being publicly available;
• The provision of a centralized responsibility for data accuracy.
There are still significant issues that will need to be worked through, such as determining who has
access to what data, for what reason, and how will the compliance function relating to such service be
enforced.
In addition to the above, although this proposal is not intended to look at implementation details, the
model must be designed with implementation in mind, including ensuring privacy, reliability, resiliency
and addressing jurisdictional issues.
We support continuing discussions on the development of the ARDS proposal, and expect to continue to
be involved in those discussions.

